2008 Erik Axel Karlfeldt Memorial Open
Round 10
1. A 2003 album by Portastatic whose first track was “Oh Come Down” had a title
which referred to the “summer” of one of these. A song which asks “Do you need
someone to hide behind?” and which instructs someone to “ignore the shadows on
the wall” refers to the “season” of one of these. In addition to that Yo La Tengo
song, this animal gives its name to an indoor soccer team which plays in Amway
Arena in Orlando, as well as a hockey team which plays at HP Pavilion on the West
Coast. Madeleine Poe is played by Sarah Carter on a TV show of this name, in which the
main character is a deputy district attorney played by James Woods. FTP, name this
vicious aquatic animal which features in the novel Meg and the movie Jaws.
ANSWER: shark (accept The Summer of the Shark before the second sentence)
2. In its first episode, Jon Glaser played Mr. Story, though Flavor Flav’s guest
appearance was sadly cut. Other guest stars include Dick Gregory as the Sun and
David Cross in roles like T-Totaled Timbo and Junkyard Jessup. Memorable
episodes include one about Liquid Imagination, while the second half of one episode
is the first half played backwards. Regular segments include “Funny/Not Funny”
featuring mangled corpses, awkward interviews by children in “Beat Kids,” and man-onthe-street interviews by a blue-tinted character. Clarence, anthropomorphic letters, and
the main character Chauncey are puppets on, FTP, what surrealist MTV2 show which is
presented as a parody of children’s shows.
ANSWER: Wonder Showzen
3. One song by this group notes that “We couldn’t all be cowboys / So some of us are
clowns” and promises to wait for the title figure in “Baton Rouge.” Another of their
songs begins “Well I guess you left me with some feathers in my hand” and claims
“I dream of Michelangelo when I’m lying in my bed.” Yet another of their songs
notes “I dreamt I saw you walking up a hillside in the snow,” and concludes with the
repeated lines “I am feathered by the moonlight falling down on me / Change change
change.” The first two songs, including “Angels of the Silences,” appeared on
Recovering the Satellites, while “Raining in Baltimore” appeared with “A Murder of
One” on their debut 1993 album. FTP, name this Adam Duritz-led group of August and
Everything After.
ANSWER: Counting Crows
4. Guy Woodhouse experiences the “swingin’ world” of this company while acting in
ads for it in the film Rosemary’s Baby. Water purifiers are sold under the OH-line,
while it ended its archery division in 2002. It recently bought out minority
shareholders in the Kimble family, and acquired a company that manufactures
instruments with up to 97 keys when it took over Bosendorfer. Valentino Rossi has
scored five victories in 2008 riding the YZR model of one of the products that forced
this company to pay the California government for emission violations. Three

interlocking tuning forks in the company’s logo show the importance of, FTP, musical
instruments for what company, a leading producer of pianos and motorcycles?
ANSWER: Yamaha Corporation
5. He’s not Rob Schneider, but he wrote the children’s book You Can Do It. A
recent poll places him after only Hank Aaron among positively viewed sports
figures. He is the only post-merger player to both intercept a pass and throw an
interception in the same game, doing so while playing for the Steelers, a team he was
defensive coordinator for in the late ‘80s. He was a defensive coordinator under Dennis
Green before being hired for his first head coaching job, succeeding Sam Wyche. He
succeeded Jim Mora in his current job, in which he became the first African-American to
coach a Super Bowl winner. FTP, name this coach of the Indianapolis Colts.
ANSWER: Tony Dungy
6. In one of his works, Herr Herditze tries to blackmail his business rival Klotz
after he learns that Klotz’s son Julian likes to have sex with pigs, a story which is
intercut with the story of a cannibal who lives near a volcano. In addition to Pigpen,
he made a film in which a talking crow is eaten after telling two men the story of
how some friars preached to the titular “hawks and sparrows.” His late “Trilogy of
Life” included an adaptation of The Canterbury Tales, while his last film centers on
four men who kidnap and torture a group of 18 youths. FTP, name this Italian director
who was murdered a few weeks after Salo appeared, who also directed The Gospel
According to St. Matthew.
ANSWER: Pier Paolo Pasolini
7. In Bad Boys, Will Smith claims that his car isn’t one of these places when Martin
Lawrence eats in his Porsche. One of them hosts Christmas Eve dinner in The Santa
Clause, while Mari spends a night reading in one in Haruki Murakami’s After Dark.
One was the site of a beating of Asian Syracuse students who were protesting not being
served. In one restaurant in this chain founded by Harold Butler, a man using a laptop
was beaten by noted anti-nerd vigilante and football player Ricky Manning Jr. Plagued
by accusations of racism since being started in Lakewood, California, FTP, name this
restaurant that serves a famous Grand Slam breakfast.
ANSWER: Denny’s
8. This state has produced such death metal bands as Hate Eternal, Nocturnus, and
Kult ov Azazel. Songs titled with the name of this state include one in which the
Blue Rodeo remember it, while “a couple of young girls went sailing into” this
state’s “arms” according to Patty Griffin. Samuel Beam adopted the name Iron &
Wine while in college in this state, while other bands from here include Yellowcard,
Less than Jake, and a band with a song called “It Never Snows” here, New Found Glory.
Rick Ross represents this state’s Carol City, along with Trick Daddy and a rapper named
for this state whose current hits include “Low” and “In The Ayer.” FTP, identify this
state, also home to Gloria Estefan and a sound machine.
ANSWER: Florida

9. In 1996 this man bounced back from a dismal year to win his first European title
at the Slaley Hall Northumberland Challenge. Laser eye correction has hampered
him this year, though returning to a putter named after his wife helped him to finish
second at the World Golf Championships. He finished tied for second at the Masters
in 2007 and finished a clear second in 2002, a year after he won his first major by
defeating Mark Brooks in a playoff at Southern Hills. A two-stroke victory over Phil
Mickelson at Shinnecock Hills gave him his second US Open in 2004. Recently in the
news for questioning the severity of Tiger Woods’s knee injury, FTP, identify this South
African golfer whose avian nickname derives from his last name.
ANSWER: Retief Goosen (prompt on “The Goose”)
10. It is one of the favorite hobbies of Godiva and Dylan Blue in a recent book by
Liza Nelson whose title refers to “playing” this. A strip version of it was purposed
by Metzger to Oedipa in The Crying of Lot 49, while Columbo’s first appearance
sees a murderer’s key choice in this used as a clue. A Terrance McNally play named
for it sees this game played to pass the time in the Vietnam War. Wikipedia identifies
“direct” and “indirect” modes of game play and suggests a “confirmation requirement”
by the guessers. Wikipedia also identifies its namesake as the lower-bound of
famousness to be considered a valid answer. FTP, identify this guessing game popular on
quizbowl road trips, named after the painter of The Birth of Venus.
ANSWER: Botticelli
11. She was kidnapped and almost sold into white slavery while posing as a stripper
to help Senator Jennings. In another episode, she was given a tube of lipstick which
caused her to fall in love with the first person she kissed, which led to the disruption
of an engagement party. She has a sister named Lucy and a father whom she
irritatingly refers to as “the General.” In the sixth season of the show on which she
appears, she began working for the Inquisitor and dated Oliver Queen, while the season
ended with her being brought back to life through the tears of her cousin, Chloe Sullivan.
FTP, name this character from Smallville, an annoying woman played by Erica Durance
who is Superman’s chief love interest in some Superman comics.
ANSWER: Lois Lane (accept either name)
12. The band Jellyfish covered it on Bellybutton and called it “the sexiest song ever
written.” The single cover shows a buxom topless woman stretching her arms with
the song’s name written on her chest. The original B-side was “Mamunia,” though
“Let Me Roll” replaced it. Its lyrics postulate that the “only lonely place is on the
moon” while the wind from “a thousand mesas” whips the hair of the title figure as
she goes for “a ride in the sky.” Possibly written for a dog or horse, this song also
provided the name for an Australian group best known for “Are You Gonna Be My Girl.”
FTP, identify this song discussing marriage and the reaction of the major who may be a
lady suffragette, a hit for Paul McCartney and Wings.
ANSWER: “Jet”
13. He was the best-known manager of the all-girls Fort Wayne Daisies, for which
his daughter Nanci was a batgirl. His original position was changed from catcher

because of Mickey Cochrane, and late in his career he pitched nine games for the
Phillies. Said to have “muscles in his hair,” he was a 3-time MVP including his
Triple Crown-winning season as a first baseman in 1933. Barry Bonds broke this man’s
record of consecutive 30 homer seasons while Alex Rodriguez broke his record of
youngest player to hit 500 home runs. FTP, name this early power hitter for the Red Sox
and Athletics known, because of his last name, as “Double X.”
ANSWER: Jimmie Foxx
14. A screenshot from this is used as an hsquizbowl avatar by Auburn High School’s
Zahed Haseeb, while a reference to it is found in bathroom graffiti in the game Prey.
Scenes include a baby falling down a seemingly infinite flight of stairs and an eyeless
man walking into a street sign. Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony is used as title music,
and it features dancing to a Swedish Christmas song. One character is beaten for his
choice in hats, while blood splatters a man who proclaims himself “fat and sassy.” A
segment for the Family Learning Channel sees cheering in response to the statement “my
anus is bleeding” in, FTP, this collection of advertisements given the title designation, a
short animated film by Don Hertzfeldt.
ANSWER: Rejected
15. A world where this is true is “a world of smoke” where the singer can’t wait,
according to a song called this by Five for Fighting. In a song by the duo Story,
when this titular event happens, Jesus and Elvis will get into a church picnic and the
world will change. A 2003 album begins with a song of this name, which has lyrics
like “are you such a dreamer to put the world to rights” and the repeated line “payin’
attention!” That song says the titular statement occurs when “January has April’s
showers,” and opens Hail to the Thief. FTP, name that song by Radiohead whose title
refers to an example of fuzzy math made famous by Orwell’s 1984, usually intended to
symbolize blind loyalty.
ANSWER: 2 + 2 = 5 (accept equivalent phrasings as long as the numbers are the same)
16. In one of his works, a man named Kenyon is introduced to Georgia at the What
Ailing Ya beer garden, but after he beats her Georgia’s neighbors boo him. Arlene
Milagro survives disasters that kill other people before meeting Avis Watkins, who
survived the massacre of her friend’s family, in another of his works. In addition to
“Common Law” and “A Poor Guatemalan Dreams of a Downtown in Peru,” he
wrote about a man who investigates Ike’s murder in the title story of his All Aunt
Hagar’s Children. This author of Lost in the City is better known for his first novel, a
2003 work whose characters include Henry Townsend, a black man and slaveowner.
FTP, name this author of The Known World.
ANSWER: Edward P. Jones
17. She played musician Adrienne Partiger in a 1997 film which was set in Sumatra.
She has been seen as Carrie Johnson in a 2005 film which also featured Rory Culkin
and Jamie Bell, The Chumscrubber. Along with Will Smith, she narrated a
documentary about AIDS, A Closer Walk. She recently portrayed a character who
competed with Hollis Nye to hire a young woman named Ellen Parsons; that character

was a lawyer who was working on a case involving Arthur Frobisher, a billionaire played
by Ted Danson. FTP, name this actress who on The Shield played Captain Monica
Rawling, and who starred as Patty Hewes in the recent FX series Damages.
ANSWER: Glenn Close
18. Alumni of this school include Olympian Dan Steele and baseball players Marty
Pattin and Kevin Seitzer. Kyle Hill of this school was drafted by the Mavericks,
while another alumnus succeeded Sam Bowie as a starting center for Portland.
Improbably, it is tied with USC for the most alumni coaching NFL teams at three.
Besides NBA player Kevin Duckworth and coaches Mike Shanahan, Brad Childress,
and Sean Payton, this school produced a quarterback who famously botched a hold of an
extra point in the 2007 playoffs and has been romantically linked to Jessica Simpson.
FTP, identify this alma mater of Tony Romo, a college located in Charleston in the state
this tournament is being held in.
ANSWER: Eastern Illinois University (prompt on “Panthers”)
19. One song of this name states “I’m afraid I can be devil man / And I’m scared to
be divine / Don’t mess with me, my fuse is short.” A better song with this noun in
the title asks if you can “see this opposition” that “comes rising up sometimes” and
expresses the “hope that somehow you / Can save” the singer from this. The first
song opens the album Up by Peter Gabriel, while the second was the title track of an
album which includes “A Minor Place” and which was released in 1999 by Bonnie
“Prince” Billy. A British group of this name had a hit with “I Believe in a Thing Called
Love” from their album Permission to Land. FTP, give this word for a condition which
is “on the edge of town” according to Bruce Springsteen, and which is the opposite of
lightness.
ANSWER: darkness (accept “I See a Darkness” or The Darkness)
20. One film about this figure centered on a visit to a mining town, and featured
John Larroquette as Mayor Harold Herman and Katherine Helmond as Crazy
Cora. Frank Gorshin appeared as Uncle Morrie in an earlier film in which he went
on a road trip, while Wikipedia notes the controversy which surrounded a scene in
another film about him when Taylor Devereaux got drunk, locked Ryce in an attic,
and was apparently going to date rape her. That film about him features his
children, who include Dolly, Chubby, and Tchaikovsky. The original 1992 film about
him centers on his joining the Newton family, and features Bonnie Hunt and Charles
Grodin. FTP, name this rambunctious canine star of a series of hit films.
ANSWER: Beethoven

Bonuses:
1. It was released for iTunes with the bonus tracks “I Can Love” and “It’s Easy.” FTPE:
[10] Name this 2008 album whose regular version ends with “The Angel and the One,”
which has given rise to the single “Pork and Beans.”

ANSWER: Weezer or The Red Album
[10] On this song from The Red Album, Weezer notes that “Gordon Lightfoot sang a song
about a boat that sank in the lake” and that “Quiet Riot got me started / With the bangin’
on my head.”
ANSWER: “Heart Songs”
[10] This lead singer of Weezer released an album of home recordings called Alone in
2007.
ANSWER: Rivers Cuomo
2. Its premise involved the Woodcocks moving in next door to Eddie and Joy Stark.
FTPE:
[10] Name this sitcom set in Philadelphia, in which Jeff Woodcock was played by Eddie
Kaye Thomas.
ANSWER: ’Til Death
[10] ’Til Death is best known as the post-Everybody Loves Raymond vehicle for this
actor, who plays the hilariously misogynistic Eddie.
ANSWER: Brad Garrett
[10] Garrett provided the voice of Grin to this ‘90s animated series based on a popular
sports movie franchise. It also featured the evil Lord Dragaunus, voiced by Tim Curry.
ANSWER: Mighty Ducks: The Animated Series
3. It is currently held by the Saskatchewan Roughriders. FTPE:
[10] Name this trophy won by the Roughriders after defeating the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers last November.
ANSWER: Grey Cup
[10] James Johnson was named Grey Cup Most Outstanding Player. He played at this
Sun Belt college, whose other football alumni include Cleo Lemon.
ANSWER: Arkansas State Indians or Red Wolves (accept any underlined part)
[10] This man was the Blue Bombers quarterback. He preceded Jared Zabransky as
starting quarterback at Boise State.
ANSWER: Ryan Dinwiddie
4. Andrew Sarris’s review of this film claimed that there is “almost a Mizoguchian
nobility” in the protagonist’s coming into his destiny as a doctor. FTPE:
[10] Name this 1999 film directed by Lasse Hallstrom, whose middle section centers on a
character played by Delroy Lindo who commits incest with his daughter.
ANSWER: The Cider House Rules
[10] This actor played Candy’s boyfriend Wally in The Cider House Rules; his other film
roles include John Lennon and Brian Fantana.
ANSWER: Paul Rudd
[10] The part of Rose Rose was played by this singer, whose latest album is New
Amerykah Part One (4th World War).
ANSWER: Erykah Badu (or Erica Wright)
5. The title track was intended by its composer to be a tone poem depicting man’s
evolution and final destruction. FTPE:

[10] Name this 1956 album, in which such San Franciscan sound effects as trolley cars
can be heard on “A Foggy Day.”
ANSWER: Pithecanthropus Erectus
[10] Pithecanthropus Erectus is an album by this jazz composer and bassist, who also
produced The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady.
ANSWER: Charles Mingus
[10] The track “Goodbye Pork Pie Hat” on Mingus Ah Um is a tribute to this tenor
saxophonist and one-time member of Count Basie’s band, who died in 1959.
ANSWER: Lester Young
6. Answer the following about apocalyptic environmentalist works, FTPE:
[10] This 2007 book by Alan Weisman imagines what would happen to the Earth if all of
humanity were to disappear.
ANSWER: The World Without Us
[10] People hide out from a new Ice Age at the New York Public Library in this 2004
film which starred Dennis Quaid as a climatologist.
ANSWER: The Day After Tomorrow
[10] This German board game makes solving the problem of global warming fun, as
players negotiate to stave off climate change. With three players, the parties represented
are the U.S., Europe, and “Tiger Countries.”
ANSWER: Keep Cool
7. This season saw a defending Cy Young winner traded. FTPE:
[10] Name this hefty pitcher shipped from the Indians to the Brewers.
ANSWER: (Carsten Charles) CC Sabathia
[10] Twenty years ago, a defending Cy Young winner was traded when this AL winner
was exchanged for Kevin Tapani and Rick Aguilera.
ANSWER: Frank Viola
[10] Frank Viola moved to the Mets from this team; he had been named World Series
MVP when they won in 1987.
ANSWER: Minnesota Twins (accept either underlined part)
8. You may not know who Tim Kang is, but then he doesn’t know who you are either.
Answer the following about his work, FTPE:
[10] As a guest star on this TV series whose seventh season premiered on Friday, Kang
played a smug Asian con man whose murder is solved by the titular detective.
ANSWER: Monk
[10] In a 2008 ad, Kang appears as a smug Asian scientist who tests this company’s
motor oil. Their worldwide headquarters are in The Hague.
ANSWER: Royal Dutch Shell
[10] Kang played En-Joo, a smug Asian guy who banters with Reese and Diaz and is
ultimately blown up in this 2008 film.
ANSWER: Rambo
9. It centers on the mysterious “Holiday” killer, who bumps off members of the Falcone
clan. FTPE:

[10] Name this graphic novel written by Jeph Loeb, in which a major character is
attacked during Sal Maroni’s trial.
ANSWER: Batman: The Long Halloween
[10] Batman: The Long Halloween suggests that this character’s wife Gilda did some of
the Holiday killings. It also shows how he was deformed after being sold out by his
assistant Vernon.
ANSWER: Harvey Dent or Two-Face
[10] This character was hired by Falcone to tell him who the Holiday killer was, and was
not killed on April Fool’s Day. He used a Lazarus Pit to cure himself of cancer in Hush.
ANSWER: The Riddler (or Edward Nigma)
10. Their most recent album is 2007’s Red Carpet Massacre. FTPE:
[10] Name this group whose other 21st century albums include Astronaut and Pop Trash.
ANSWER: Duran Duran
[10] This 1982 Duran Duran album spawned singles like “Hungry Like the Wolf” and a
song of the same name about a woman “who dances on the sand.”
ANSWER: Rio
[10] The excellent single “Election Day” comes from the 1985 album So Red the Rose,
recorded by Duran Duran members under this name.
ANSWER: Arcadia
11. This series featured villains such as the evil dummy Slappy, a camera that could tell
the future, and man-eating aliens disguised as Jack-O-Lanterns. FTPE:
[10] Name this book series written by R. L. Stine.
ANSWER: Goosebumps
[10] Another villain of Goosebumps was this substance which had such strange effects as
causing any creature exposed to it to undergo massive growth.
ANSWER: Monster Blood
[10] Stine also wrote this horror series that was primarily aimed at teenagers. It takes
place in the town of Shadyside.
ANSWER: Fear Street
12. Its second season centered on Meredith Phillips, while Jen Schefft was the focus of
the third. FTPE:
[10] Name this series on ABC, whose first season ended in love for Ryan Sutter.
ANSWER: The Bachelorette
[10] This loser to Amanda Marsh on a season of The Bachelor was the original
“Bachelorette.” She went on to marry Ryan and appear on the first season of Dancing
with the Stars.
ANSWER: Trista Rehn (accept either; prompt on “Sutter”)
[10] You might have also seen Trista on this reality game show, which was hosted by Joe
Rogan.
ANSWER: Fear Factor
13. A recent study suggested that citruline, a chemical found in this fruit, might have
effects on blood vessels similar to that of Viagra. FTPE:

[10] Name this fruit, whose varieties include the “moon and stars” and yellow.
ANSWER: watermelon
[10] Legends about vampire watermelons figure in this author’s novel Carpe Jugulum,
which is part of his Discworld series.
ANSWER: Terry Pratchett
[10] In 2007 this state, somewhat confusingly, declared the watermelon to be its state
vegetable. Its official state poem is “Howdy Folks,” which notes “I always called
Claremore a big little town.”
ANSWER: Oklahoma
14. They claim to be anti-consumerist, but they’re really just Luddites and anti-Semites.
FTPE:
[10] Identify this magazine founded by Kalle Lasn, which is dedicated to “culture
jamming.”
ANSWER: Adbusters
[10] One of Adbusters’ more successful projects was this movement to abstain from a
certain activity on the day after Thanksgiving.
ANSWER: Buy Nothing Day
[10] Adbusters has compiled a list of neoconservatives, marking each one who was
Jewish. At the top of the list was this man who writes for Commentary and was Rudy
Giuliani’s foreign policy advisor.
ANSWER: Norman Podhoretz
15. July 20, 2008 is the 26th birthday of actor Percy Daggs III. Answer the following
about his storied career, FTPE:
[10] Percy may be best known for playing Wallace Fennel, the title character’s best
friend on this TV series which was cancelled after three seasons.
ANSWER: Veronica Mars
[10] Percy played Rob for two episodes of this David E. Kelley-created TV show, which
was set at Winslow High School.
ANSWER: Boston Public
[10] Percy also memorably appeared on an episode of this CBS drama, which went off
the air in 2002; it starred Kathleen Quinlan as an attorney.
ANSWER: Family Law
16. Name these multi-sport athletes, FTPE:
[10] Perhaps the most famous multi-sport athlete was this All-Star game MVP while a
Royal who was also a Pro Bowler while a Raider.
ANSWER: Bo Jackson
[10] This baseball Hall of Fame inductee was the first player to be drafted in three sports,
being picked up by the Vikings and Hawks besides a baseball team. He ended his career
as an Indian in 1995.
ANSWER: Dave Winfield
[10] He is the only other player to be drafted in three sports. He ended up playing for the
Browns and is now a broadcaster for the Broncos.
ANSWER: Dave Logan

17. It centers on a meteorologist named Harris Telemacher who falls in love with Sara
McDowell, a character played by Victoria Tennant. FTPE:
[10] Name this 1991 film, which noted that “something funny” was happening in the title
location.
ANSWER: L A. Story
[10] This actor wrote L.A. Story and starred in it as Harris; his written works include the
novella The Pleasure of My Company.
ANSWER: Steve Martin
[10] This actress played Harris’s girlfriend Trudi in the film. A one-time student at the
University of Chicago, she may be better known for playing Elaine on the series Taxi.
ANSWER: Marilu Henner
18. According to Wikipedia, its tracks will include “Madagascar,” “Sorry,” and “There
Was a Time.” FTPE:
[10] Name this album, which will be its group’s first since The Spaghetti Incident? when
and if it is released.
ANSWER: Chinese Democracy
[10] Back-up vocals on “Sorry” have been laid down by this lead singer of Skid Row.
ANSWER: Sebastian Bach
[10] In March, the makers of this beverage promised a free can of it to everyone in
America, with the exception of Slash and Buckethead, if Chinese Democracy is released
in 2008.
ANSWER: Dr. Pepper
19. “Beer, the cause of and solution to all of life’s problems.” FTP, name these
fictional beers from The Simpsons that aren’t Duff.
[10] This beer, which Homer drank in the Beer’N’Brawl where he met Lurleen
Lumpkin, is one of Duff’s chief competitors.
ANSWER: Fudd Beer
[10] Homer once dreamed of this beer that consists of a certain candy added to beer.
Incidentally it is delicious in real life.
ANSWER: Skittlebrau
[10] Homer had this beer shortly before seeing the “alien” Mr. Burns for the first time. It
needs more dog.
ANSWER: Red Tick Beer
20. Last year was the first time that this bowl was played under its new name. FTPE:
[10] Name this bowl played in Atlanta on New Year’s Eve, which used to be known as
the Peach Bowl.
ANSWER: Chick-fil-A Bowl
[10] This team won the most recent Peach Bowl over Clemson, behind the play
of players such as Bowl Defensive MVP Pat Sims.
ANSWER: Auburn University (prompt on “Tigers”)
[10] This team, currently coached by Tom O’Brien, is tied with Clemson for the
most Chick-fil-A bowl appearances.

ANSWER: North Carolina State University or NC State (prompt on “Wolfpack”)

